her faith in La Mini attar a, lived to laugh at that trial too. Yes, we two
laugh about it all now. But we couldn't then.
Now, sometimes, when I think what La Miniatura would have gained
for the future of our Architecture and my own petty fortunes had the gods
not been jealous of it and given the local A.I. A., Mrs. Millard's private
secretaries, her too many vigilant and confidential advisers, the local
realtors, aspiring inferior, desecrators, convincing contractors, roofers,
loafers, lawyers, plumbers, tourists, butchers, grocers, rooters and servants
—all working for the 'I told you so' brigade—this last fatal chance to
assassinate it. It leaked! This fatal last chance for all, I curse still. These
eager publicists had all the while been roosting h la flower pot—to get the
satisfaction of this final knockout blow. We ourselves survived the unto-
ward circumstances—yes, because the house was mainly all right all the
time. But not so for them, because La Miniatura had insulted them all by
what it aspired to be. *They' had no wish for it to survive anything at all
Not if they could help it.
Well—Cyrano is dead, but La Miniatura is not dead. It is still too young
to die. La Miniatura, first-born Californian in architecture, takes place in
the esteem and affectionate admiration of our continental judges in archi-
tecture across the sea, at least. The process that built it is now in use 'over
there', as here. And the hi amble concrete-block building gives to architects
another simple means to establish an indigenous tradition instead of
aping styles, buying apples from abroad. Thus, it appears in this shameful
and perhaps too light recital of far too serious woes, that no creative im-
pulse as a genuine idea ever does or ever can choose its hour or choose its
means or control its ends, once started. The Idea starts and if really one;
soon shows itself so much bigger than the puppets it plays with fast and
loose, that they take, miserably or thankfully as may in them be, whatever
they happen to get. And go their way. If meantime they get ungratefully
troublesome they may get into court, be fined $500 and costs by the judge^
and 'fired'. But inevitably as the sun shall also rise, after some reactions
and a few bad days, there will come to the seeker for integrity something'
beyond fashion, beyond price, beyond all neighbourly cavil.
I believe that reward is the only atonement that can be made for the
privilege of being able to build a house at all.
La Miniatura stands in Pasadena against blue sky between the loving,
eucalyptus companions, i and in spite of all friction, waste and slip .&'
triumphant as Idea. Friction, waste and slip did not destroy it—an4
cannot now. Alice Millard lives in it. She says she would have no otbet
house she has ever seen. She fought for it and finally won—whoever^
may think she lost. It is her home in more than ordinary sense. It %
the reward anyone has a right to enjoy in any sincere high adventure ij£
building.	' *
»1{
Seeking simplicity in the spirit in which it was sought in La Miniatura^
you will never fail to find beauty—Chough contractors do betray, wor|^
men-botch, all your friends backslide, bankers balk, and the
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